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Letter from the Editor
Dear Readers,

A

s we continue our
journey together
in grappling with
climate change and
political uncertainty, coming
together to explore alternative
ways of being and living in the
world, we are faced with the
question: What is resilience
and what does it look like in
this time and space? Paperbark
Literary Magazine Issue 02:
Resilience seeks to explore, ask
questions, and find answers to
what it means to continue on, to
reorganize, to conserve, to re-act,
to innovate—as individuals,
in community, and as part of
the world at large. And that is
what Paperbark is: a response
to, a coming together around, a
space for conversations leading
to action in the face of all that
threatens, that puts us under
pressure, that perpetuates

violence and harm to all
within nature.
Resilience theory is the
study of the impact of traumatic
events on people and society,
and seeks to understand the
way in which people and the
environment respond to these
events. According to this theory,
resilience is the ability to persist
in the face of prolonged contact
with adversity. Resilience arises
in many forms, in many places
and spaces. In my life, I have
seen it in my father giving his
whole life to working hard
enough to put food on the
table for his seven children.
I have seen it in someone I
love almost losing his life to
addiction during the opioid
crisis, and now waking up each
morning determined to make
his life meaningful by dedicating
himself to making life better

for others who suffer from this
same disease. We observe and
participate in it as humans
living in the present with the
history of humanity on our
shoulders, the tragic events of
our past, and how we choose to
live today with those realities as
part of our norms and cultures.
In the face of racism, sexism,
drug epidemics, extraction and
depletion of resources, terrorism,
fearmongering, individualism,
militarism, inequality, poverty,
famines, climate crisis, slavery,
disastrous weather events, and
war, we are resilient in learning
to carry on, in our fierce ability
to challenge the past, and to
make an effort to shape the
present, despite these thickly
defined building blocks that
have brought us here today.
	In this intentional effort,
we must seek to understand not

only human resilience, but the
role of resilience in nature and
our ability to become one with
the process of allowing nature
to do what it does best: to grow
back, to adapt, to continue
on, to persist. In the field of
sustainability science, experts
study society within the context
of the natural world. Resilience
is used as a framework to
respond to the ever-shifting
ecological and political climate,
finding solutions and sustainable
mechanisms for living in
tandem with these changes,
and ensuring harmony with
the natural world. Through a
strengths-based perspective,
leaders in this field search for
and design systems that are
catalyzed by the living worlds
capacity to survive, adapt, and
develop no matter what level
or type of chronic stress these
systems face. This lens helps us
to understand that resilience is
not a response in spite of, but
rather because of. Adaptability is
built into the capacity of people,
communities, societies and the
biosphere as a whole.
This year, the Paperbark
editorial staff took on this
theme. We reflected on it, we
worked with it, and we brought
community into dialogues
about it. In this past year, we
grew in our mission to create

spaces for conversation by
hosting community events that
engage the dialogues being held
throughout the pages of this and
other Paperbark issues. We are
here to be a container for and
a catalyst toward community
building, sustainability, and
justice for all living things. As
such, we bring you this issue,
inspired by people doing work in
their own lives and communities
coming together to talk about
how to move forward and
design systems based within
the realities of this day and
age. Through an interview
with public artist and educator,
Carolina Aragón, the reader
will learn about ways that art
is used to engage community
in imagining a future impacted
by climate change. In “Louise,”
high school student and climate
activist Charlotte Roberts
provides insight into the next
generation holding space for
the wonder and trepidation
involved in being stewards of
the earth while also going about
the everyday tasks of being alive.
“A Field Guide to Nature’s
Resilience” shows resilience
in the natural world through
drawings of plant species that
demonstrate growth after
destruction. Professor, artist
and anthropologist Dr. Sally
Campbell Galman uses comics

as a medium for expressing the
need to react within the context
of our political climate in
#Dangersafetybravery. This issue
brings to life our grapplings
with and efforts to be resilient
in an ever-changing world. It
reflects on times when resilience
fails or feels improbable. And
it shines a light on the ways
in which strength and hope
are intrinsic to the way life
continues forward.
Thank you for joining us in
this community of activists,
advocates, thinkers, artists, and
people from all walks of life.
Sincerely,
Rachel Berggren
Editor-in-Chief
September 2019
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Recommended Reading
Works currently inspiring the Paperbark team:
A Line Made by Walking, Sara Baume
Struggling to cope with urban life—and life in general—Frankie, a twenty-something artist, retreats to
her family's rural house on "turbine hill," vacant since her grandmother's death three years earlier. It is
in this space, surrounded by countryside and wild creatures, that she can finally grapple with the chain
of events that led her here, her shaky mental health—her difficult time in art school—and maybe, just
maybe, regain her footing in art and life.
A Walk in the Woods, Bill Bryson
Bill Bryson's tells the story of an attempt to walk the Appalachian Trail with his friend Stephen Katz. The
book is written in a humorous style, interspersed with more serious discussions of matters relating to
the trail's history, and the surrounding sociology, ecology, trees, plants, animals and people.
The Case for Reparations, Te-Nehisi Coates
Two hundred fifty years of slavery. Ninety years of Jim Crow. Sixty years of separate but equal. Thirtyfive years of racist housing policy. Until we reckon with our compounding moral debts, America will
never be whole.
Spontaneous Urban Plants, David Seiter with Future Green Studio
Spontaneous Urban Plants investigates the role of weeds in the urban ecosystem by profiling a cross
section of weeds. The intent is to stimulate a discourse between ecologists, designers, artists and the
general public that explores societal perceptions of weeds and questions the stigmas that surround
them.
A Paradise Built in Hell: The Extraordinary Communities the Arise in Disaster, Rebecca Solnit
An investigation of the moments of altruism, resourcefulness, and generosity that arise amid disaster's
grief and disruption and considers their implications for everyday life. It points to a new vision of what
society could become-one that is less authoritarian and fearful, more collaborative and local.
Emergent Strategy, adrienne maree brown
Inspired by Octavia Butler's explorations of our human relationship to change, Emergent Strategy is
radical self-help, society-help, and planet-help guide designed to shape the futures we want to live.
Rebuilding the Food Shed: How to Create Local, Sustainable & Secure Food Systems, Philip Ackerman- Leist
Rebuilding the Foodshed refocuses the local-food lens on the broad issue of rebuilding regional food
systems that can replace the destructive aspects of industrial agriculture, meet food demands
affordably and sustainably, and be resilient enough to endure potentially rough times ahead.
Slow Violence and the Environmentalism of the Poor, Rob Nixon
Nixon uses the concept of "slow violence" to describe the violence wrought by climate change, toxic
drift, deforestation, oil spills, and the environmental aftermath of war takes place gradually and often
invisibly. Slow violence, because it is so readily ignored by a hard-charging capitalism, exacerbates
the vulnerability of ecosystems and of people who are poor, disempowered, and often involuntarily
displaced, while fueling social conflicts that arise from desperation as life-sustaining conditions erode.
The Bumper Book of Nature: A User's Guide to the Great Outdoors, Stephen Moss
Whether you live in the heart of the city, the suburbs, or the deepest countryside, this book will bring
out the child in you with its treasure trove of offbeat, playful nature activities arranged by season.
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Meditations on the Trilobite
r o b e r t r e n é G alvan

What portent in the artifact
I cradle in my palm?
It ruled the ancient ocean floor
Unknowingly with sheer numbers
Until it expired In the Permian,
Suddenly cast in stone By a
medusan glare.
The pleurae still distinct, The
compound eyes, Long blinded,
seem to stare At me even now
as continents Of ice fall into
the sea again.
The past and future
Teeter on a fragile axis
As an ignorant brood
Tips the scales toward
The abyss.
For all our artifice, Are
we to be stewards Of
this wandering rock, Or
an infestation That must
vanish So that life,
Fragile and resilient,
May mend itself ?

JANN ROSEN-QUERALT, On the Edge
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Trout
r o b e r t r e n é G alvan

A length of cane, Strung and

Time after time, She vexes

earthworm;

And I strike with my wrist

baited With a suffering

I tease the depths With subtle

me Until rings betray her
At the point of attack:

strokes, But the fish is coy,

The rod arches like a bow

Perhaps schooled by scars

By the note it sings; I feel her

Makes tentative passes,

She earned chasing the flash
Of spinners, Barbed

minnows, The occasional fly,
With each escape
Growing savvy

And we are bound together

resolve as she pulls Me into
her world;

I wade in up to my knees,

Gather the twine carefully a give and take,

And savory.

		

I wait for the cork To blink in the

Until she leaps into the air

prize, So, I enlist another

draw her, gasping, To the

still water But she steals the

nightcrawler From the sawdust,
Form it into a writhing “J” And
try again.

our pas de deux,

In a final pirouette, And I
bank, End our struggle
With a blunt priest; *
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(I cannot absolve the cruelty Of
hunger any more than she.)

Lovingly, I tune my blade On

a stone and slice Her head just
below the gills, Then

gracefully up her Smooth

belly, Free the entrails And

the delicate roe, Her heart still
swimming As I separate the
pink flesh From the spines,
Gently wash her And into
the waiting iron Where

she spits at me In a final
act of defiance.

*An angler’s priest is a tool for killing
fish. The name comes from the notion of
administering the “last rites” to the fish.
Ar t i s t Stat e m e n t
"In the early hours of September 29, 2003, Juan smashed its way into the
Maritimes, creating havoc and millions of dollars in damage. Reportedly, the
hurricane was the fiercest storm to ever hit Canada. The photographs of the
pristine scene on which I based the painting were taken about a month before."

Leah Dockrill, The Dunes of Cavendish Beach Before Hurricane Juan
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Teaching for the Trees
Excerpt of short story by
Han n ah S m i t h

T

he weather is in a
cloud, or the sun is
just catching all the
pine-needles —the goldenrod
that populate the perimeter
of the building are in full
bloom, waving yellow, then
muted. They wane yellow as
the trees in the valley below
turn orange, and then brown,
and eventually stand stark and
white, punctuating the snow.
It’s 5 PM on a Tuesday, or
7:30 PM on a Wednesday,
or any day at Galehead Hut,
and I’ve alerted the guests
I will be giving a short talk
on the logging history of the
Pemigewasset Wilderness in
five minutes. I call out from
the central desk in the dining
room, interrupting the daily
games of cards, glasses of wine,
the quiet-type-reader-couples who sit bundled together

by the big windows, and the
children bouncing around in
sleeping bags exclaiming they
are worms.
On logging program evenings, I gather people on the
front steps of the hut. Galehead is blessed with a beautiful porch hugged by South
Twin to the East, and Galehead Mountain to the West.
To the South, a valley drops.
Somewhere, there is Thirteen
Falls, Red Rock Pond, Red
Rock River, which come in a
confluence to the Pemigewasset River. For those who make
their lives in New England,
particularly around its cities,
the Pemi is spacious—unfolding outwards and opening
inwards to the mind. Looking
down in elevation during the
summer months, the forest
smears from dark to lighter

"It is in these
moments that
people start to see
the landscape as
part of themselves."
green, conifers to deciduous.
Looking east to South Twin,
I can point out a faint streak
across the mountain where ash
trees grow on the flattened
earth of an old railroad bed.
The firs, the deeper green, prefer the angled mountainside.
I stand out from the porch, my
back to the valley below, and
face the attendees. The bare
patch of ground where the
helicopter lands once a season
with supplies is my stage; they
are the audience.
I always ask them to name

one thing they most appreciated during their day—the
answers, most of the time,
are predictable, “open space,”
“clouds,” “peace of mind.”
They seem as astonished by
“peace of mind” as they are
by the dew, the rocks, the
clouds, as it too were a feature of the landscape more so
than part of themselves. It is
in these moments that people
start to see the landscape as
part of themselves; a feeling
I also resonate with. When
I first began working in the
Whites, I learned the distances
over ridges by the spring and
fatigue in my legs. I absorbed
every sunrise and relished each
wet leafy smell. By now I have
learned to read the landscape
thanks to the help of others
and books. The history of this
land challenges how I know
most of the guests perceive
it: undisturbed, old, healthy.
When I share this history in
my logging program, this is
what I say:
From the time New Hampshire became a state until 1867,
the forests were held in public
domain by the state of New
Hampshire. In 1867, a “literacy-act” was passed that allowed

the state to sell the forest land to
railroad-logging companies. I
refer to the act in quotes for good
reason. The $20,000 from land
sales did support New Hampshire public education at the
time, but this is far less than the
amount railroad-logging companies prof ited from those sales.
Most of the logging that
occurred in the Whites happened
between 1890 and 1900. In
this decade, there was a six-fold
increase in the number of people
employed in the logging industry, and a four-fold increase
in industry prof its. The boom
coincides with a development in
paper-making technology that
allowed more varieties of trees to
be viable sources of pulp.
The f irst area around
Galehead Hut to be logged was
the Zealand Valley, a seven-mile
hike over two beautiful ridges.
A logging outpost was established
where the current Zealand
campground is situated on Route
302, and from there a rail line
ran along the naturally flat ridge
the Zealand Trail now follows.
That logging camp included
a bunkhouse that slept thirty
people, a school, a post off ice, and
brothel. The camp workers were
exclusively Italian, and male.

They worked eleven hours each
day, and were paid six dollars
each week. The labor was hard
and dangerous. Many of the
trains carrying logs were built
on the cheap—many engines
were equipped only with handheld brakes that were prone to
failure, and as a result, workers
often died on the job.
Unfortunately, there is
no historical remains of these
buildings or railroad ties in the
Zealand Valley because in 1906,
the area was engulfed in a forest
f ire. Dried tree limbs that had
been left on the forest floor when
the trunks were harvested and
hauled away provided ample
fodder for the flames.
Some of the audience
looks confused, others just
blankly look back at me, and
a few nod along like thirsty
sponges.
After Zealand, logging
operations moved to Lincoln
Woods at the south end of the
Pemigewasset. Railroad ties
still line the hiking trails in
that area.
A lot of people nod along
as I say this, for they are familiar with those trails, they have
walked along those ties, which
serve as evidence to my story.
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Logging operations next
moved to the area surrounding
Galehead Hut in 1900. The
Gale River Railroad, a branch
of the Boston-Maine Railroad
line, began logging operations along a pre-existing rail
line that had formerly taken
passengers across South Twin
to Franconia, where there was
a fancy hotel called the Profile
House, at the base of the Old
Man in the Mountain’s profile.
I cannot say specifically
which mountainsides in
this area were logged or not
logged. This is a fairly large
region, and about 1500 feet
higher in elevation than
Zealand and Lincoln Woods.
I hypothesize that the side of
Galehead Mountain was clearcut, as well as the sides of
South Twin and North Twin,
because I can see fir waves on
these faces from the summit of
Garfield.
Someone might ask,
“What is a f ir wave?”
Or, “Did you say, ‘fur wave?’”
Fir waves only develop
when all of the trees in an ecosystem are the same age and
subsequently height (as will
happen in a second growth
forest). In ancient or old

growth forests, which in New
England are 300–500 years
old, there is a natural variance
in height between mature and
immature trees; older trees
shelter the younger less mature
trees in their canopy under
harsh weather and storms.
When all of the trees are the
same height, the area of the
mountainside that is most
exposed to high winds, ice

"How do you get
someone to lean in,
once their belief of
a place has been
exposed as a lie?"
storms, and snow will die away
from lack of shelter, leaving
a bald spot on the mountain.
Over the course of years, that
bald spot will move across the
mountainside in a “wave,” as
the trees closest to the initial
impact then became most vulnerable to storms, dying next.
This succession and its bald
presence are called a "fir wave."
At this point in my lecture, people look at me as if I
have robbed them of magic.

The children are the most accepting, patient, absorbing the
information. The adults who
didn’t know the history before
might ask, “Wait, so there are
f ir waves up here too?” “How
much of Galehead did you say
was logged?” “All of the trees?”
I feel for these people.
They were shaken, much like I
first was as a caretaker at Zealand Falls Hut, when I came
across the L ogging History of
the Pemigewasset Wilderness.
One day, I stood up from the
rocking chair where I’d been
reading the book and walked
out to Zealand’s porch to take
in all of the valley. I saw the
Zealand trail for the railroad
bed it was. I pictured bare
tree trunks pummeling down
Thoreau falls at the Southern
mouth. That season, each day I
hiked those valley’s trails, and
watched the sun rise and set
in solitude. Four-day segments
of time passed without a guest
or hiker passing through. The
ecology kept me company.
Imagining the valley barren, I
felt barren as well.
How do you get someone
to lean in, once their belief of
a place has been exposed as a
lie? I had also been disgusted

by the story, but no less attached to the trail. But when
I saw people who looked as
though they’d been robbed of
magic, I worried they wouldn’t
have the gumption to continue
caring. Especially if they’d
had a bad hike and were achy
and dismal enough to distract
them from the trees’ good
company.
How could I keep the
spirit of the forest’s magic alive,
while also exposing its wreckage? How do we not go Huck
Finn? I told the story because
I wanted them to be able to
cherish how the forest was able
to recover into what they now
experience. I have been wondering what cherishing a place
looks like; if recreation suffices,
or at least if recreation inspires
the need to protect.
I have often come to the
White Mountains since I
was a Girl Scout in Middle
School, hiking to huts my
backpack fat with neoprene
clothes sealed in Ziploc bags.
In some awful late-May rain,
our socks soaking, we waded
ankle-deep up trails streaming
like riverbeds. We stopped for
breaks and made “toasts” to
each other to stay hydrated,

met our daily caloric needs
through peanut M&Ms, scampered through The Ramparts
knowing the huge boulders
must have landed in the valley
by something we’d not yet encountered. These trips through
the Whites’ granite faces and
creaking forests, lashed with
high winds and soft moss
brought me closer to humility.
Growing up in Northern

"It was against all
of my wilderness
training to go
off trail without
location devices."
California, where the waves
towered taller than my body,
Rebecca, Dad, and I together
could not even wrap our arms
around some of the redwood
trunks. In my child’s mind,
these were “gigundo.” I now
think of them as trees on a
geologic scale; their roots
are so powerful that when
I’ve touched exposed ones on
adult travels to California, I
feel my feet tingle, as though
I am rooting down as well.

Trees like these, 3,000–5,000
years old, did not grow in New
England forests on a time-scale
that would have allowed humans
to clear-cut them.
When I’ve come across
downed trunks from the
old-growth era in the Pemi,
they’ve struck me as belonging
more to those Western old
growth forests than the Pemi
now. Meg, my croo-mate, and
I, had to go off trail to find
them. We were looking for a
pond and had received instructions to “turn left when
we came to the downed ash
tree with a girth that more
or less equaled the girth of
the pot for hot water we kept
on the stove, and then follow what seems like the old
logging road, until we got to
the pond.” I’d been skeptical when we first heard the
instructions; it was against all
of my wilderness training to
go off trail without location
devices. But once we crossed
the tree and began following what seemed like the old
logging road, the clues became
clearer and clearer. An eye
can distinguish a cairn from
a pile of rocks; it knows what
another human made. And the
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s t e v e s i m m e r m an,

Carbon Fo o tp r i n t
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scars etched deepest into this
land from the logging era—
stones that had been moved,
we reckoned, to make a wall,
a clearing hypothesized to be
Logging Camp 13—blazed.
Around that camp, we found
many of the downed trees
whose trunks, unlike all of the
standing tree’s trunks in the
area, we could not hold in our
arms. What had my ancestors,
in the white-people-of-America-inheritance sense, justified
in clear-cutting those giant
creatures?
I ask my audience, if we
care for this land, how do we
effectively protect it?
How did this landscape
evolve from clear-cut to a
National Forest? In 1910, New
Hampshire Senator Weeks
proposed a bill, now known as
The Weeks Act, to the Senate,
to initiate the preservation of
The White Mountains. The
initial bill was worded to protect the area for protection’s
sake, and in this form, the bill
did not pass. In 1911, Weeks
re-drafted his bill with the
help of the young Appalachian
Mountain Club to include the
following tenets of conservation that would benefit both

forests and humans: access to
navigable waterways, clean
drinking water, timber reserves for sustainable timber
harvesting, soil preservation,
and space for human recreation, which Weeks merited
as an important resource for
citizens. The second iteration
passed the Senate in 1911,
and the federal government
subsequently purchased the

"I ask my audience if
we care for this land
how to we effectively
protect it?"
area that is now the White
Mountain National Forest, a
parcel within a 70,000-acre
tract of land that extends from
Virginia to Maine. It was the
first time the federal government had purchased land for
conservation.
At this point, the audience
is brimming with questions.
One of the most salient I hear
is, “How did people allow the
clear cutting to happen anyways?” I think of how this

history converges with our
political moment.
I have searched the
Department of the Interior’s
Website to learn more about
what the Trump administration is undertaking at Bear’s
Ears National Monument, and
have found no public information. The only information
I’ve found is a video put out
by Patagonia; it suggests I
take action by Tweeting to
Trump saying he “stole” the
National Monument. I am
afraid this isn’t enough to stop
the alleged extractions. I am
afraid of what has been lost,
and what we are continuing to
lose. We must support administrations that want to preserve
wild spaces.
I am often asked about
the Wilderness Act of 1964 as
well. That Act defines wilderness as a place where “man
himself is only a visitor.” The
use of wilderness contrasts
greatly with our use of national forests; trails are not to
be posted with signs, camping
is only permitted in certain
areas, and the forest is not to
be cut, even in the event of
search and rescue operations.
The Pemigewasset’s classi-

fication as a wilderness area
has protected its ecology from
these recreational impacts
for two human generations.
The designation alone does
not restore the land to how it
looked pre-logging, pre-Forest
Service, pre-AMC. How sorry
I am again, to be “stripping”
this land of its magic.
By the time I conclude,
dusk has fallen and Jupiter
crowns Galehead Mountain. The audience may have
scrunched closer together, or
grabbed the woolen blankets
off their beds to keep warm,
backlit now by the solar-powered light glaring through
the front-porch windows. I
reiterate that in addition to
supporting administrations
that will protect wild lands,
our presence makes an impact
here: within the infrastructure
of trails and huts, we can allow
the landscape to regenerate by
staying on the trail, packing
out our trash and food waste,
and encouraging others to do
the same. People clap, say thank
you, or “I had no idea,” and
shuffle off for food or sleep.
Left alone in the sharp
dark air I’ve wondered if Senator Weeks were here watching

my program, what would he
think? I think of Weeks as Dr.
Seuss’s Lorax; would he be
satisfied or disgruntled with
the huts, my story?
The more I give this
talk, the more I fear that the
same impulse that motivated
clearing this land motivated its
conservation; profit, and human gain. That when the land
was designated as National
Forest we commodified “peace
of mind” and huts replaced
pulp. I would take this trade
any day; knowing it is selfish
too. Recreation is enough to
inspire caring for the land
even as it is also enough to
degrade it, albeit less reckleslessly than the low bar of
clear-cutting.
What would it look like to
protect this land for protection’s sake? What if we banned
access, banned, rather than
mitigate human impact? In
another evening program, my
croo-mate Jake reads Braiding
Sweetgrass and asks our guests
what they think a reciprocal
relationship with nature is;
you say you love nature, does
nature love you back? I hope
that I can offer nature what
nature offers me.

As a caretaker for this
tract of land on a dying
planet, I give thanks to traces
which illuminate the loss of a
presence I mourn. I maintain
a sense of wonder for what
remains. This is spiritual and
poetic work. I walk as lightly
as possible. This is practical
and political work, too. In appreciating the forests for what
they are, we may bring them
closer to what they have been.
I dream our resilience in spirit
for myself and for the trees.
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Camille Hawbaker Voorhees, Brackish

Mouth
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Louise
C h ar l ott e r o b e r t s

You know that video that was put out a few years ago? I came across it the other day
when I was scrolling through InstagramIt’s of that girl, I think they named her Louise, to
make it more relatable or something. And she’s lying on the grass and it starts zooming
out from her face and, of course, you see that she’s lying in the Google headquarters,
because, of course, some lady named Louise would just be lying on the grass in the
middle of the Google headquarters. It starts zooming out, and labeling all the stuff we
pass. And it gets to this galaxy, and it keeps going out and out and out until its like,
purple. And then it goes way back in, and then you see the girl lying in the Google
headquarters, again. She hasn’t moved, she’s just lying there, looking like some kind of
national security threat with that knowing smile on her face. And then it goes into her
eye. And you’re wondering why this isn’t some sort of interactive ride at Disney by now,
and maybe you should invent it and become a millionaire, but that won’t solve world
hunger. So it goes into the eye, and it gets smaller and smaller, and it goes into the
vertebrae and it gets to the atom, and your class that’s watching the video is like,
“ooooo, aaaaahhhhh.” And then your teacher who is showing you the video is like,
“Look how much nothing there is between the electron and the nucleus! Almost all of
the universe is just that space. Everything is mostly nothing!” And you’re like, “Crap,
everything is mostly nothing?” And you’re totally stupefied for the rest of class and you
don’t know what this means about existence. But then class is over and you can go to
lunch, and you have a calzone to heat up in the microwave, and those are the best.
And that’s it.
You know that video? Well I still don’t get it. That’s probably because my puny human
brain can’t comprehend it. But, well... we’ve always known the universe is massive,
infinite, impossible to grasp. Well, not always. But long enough. And the everything is
nothing thing is pretty profound, but you just don’t think about it. Like how you don’t
think about that place—you know the one somewhere—where is it again?—that is
just a town of trash, where everyone’s lives are completely centered around trash. Of
course you could think about that. You probably should think about that, ‘cause
ignorance is what’s gonna kill us all. But I think that before you think about the
everything is nothing predicament, you should think about the town-of-goddamn-trash.
Where people live with trash. Where their entire lives are covered in trash. That atheist
guy in “Life of Pi” said “Why look beyond, when all the beauty and saving we need is
right here on Earth?” He’s totally right.

People need a way of explaining the unimaginable, heart-exploding, soul-boggling,
ethereal beauty they see all around them, and like... to not be afraid of death. So they
found religion, which is all about the earth, and the sky as we see it from the earth, and
trying to comprehend, and if not comprehend, then simply love, all of it. And in
“Mansfield Park,” Mary Crawford says they should just give up on Tom, and assume
he’s gonna die, and then use his money to stick Maria back into the crap-ass life she
hated. But we can’t give up on Tom! Tom is everything! I know that humans were made
to reach for the stars, to go above and beyond. We’re curious and smart, and we thrive
on it, because it is what drives us to discover and hope, and hope is what drives a
revolution, and a revolution is what we desperately need right now.
But if we found a way to live on Mars, Or billions of trillions of universes within all the
nothing that makes up everything, then we would be leaving Tom behind! And we can’t
do that! Not only did Tom give us life, Not only do we owe Earth everything But also,
Look at it! The art that has been created here! The love that was fallen into! The history
that was made! This place is a flipping breeding ground for life. For culture! For
sustenance! A soul! For literally everything that makes being a human worth while! So
not only would it be selfish and cruel to forget this place, to leave it behind, to prove
everything that has ever said “the humans are a greedy, destructive species” right, but
it would be to abandon the spiritual, cultural, knowledgeable, passionate hub of
humanity. The thing that must, after all these years, be in the very center of us, in our
lifeblood, essence, spirit, core, oomph, whatever you want to call it. We are this Earth.
Our limbs are its trees, and our tears are its ocean. Its sun is our eyes, and its
horizon is our smile. Winter is hope, and spring is hope manifested into flowers.
We cannot give up on this Earth, No more than we can give up on ourselves.
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Mandylion
e r i c h owar d

The Mandylion was a piece of cloth

bearing an image of the face of Jesus. It
brought miraculous aid in the defense

of Edessa against the Persians in 544.
It says in History of the Wars they believed their city
would never be conquered as long as the Mandylion

was within its walls. (Their city was conquered, and the cloth
went to Constantinople, which also fell, then Paris,
where it disappeared in the revolution.) As long

as they waved white flags the cavalry would not open fire;

if they had just believed enough, corpses would not be sold

for food. Who would think a lieutenant would tell a captain

you best get back in that chopper and mind your own business?

They must have dishonored their prophets. If they were righteous
their population would not have needed to be reduced
from 25 thousand to less than 25 (Common

we still will be if one in every 10 thousand survives.

So far, the dandelions have been patient with us.). As long
as carbon is mocked we lose our city and our children.

So long as blue butterflies are drawn to common wormwood—
fill your pillow with it to stop nightmares—which grows above
the graves of Kosovo, can a Mandylion save us?

S AMUEL BU D IN, U n m a n a g e ab l e R e treat
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Cleansing
K i m b e r ly Ram o s

I want the sky to swallow me.

I want to be a perfectly untouched thing.

I want to unspool each dermal layer like an orange
rind, curling and fragrant,

one side thick and porous, the other

red and webbed with epithelial linings, all the little
indentations from things I’ve touched,
from things I’ve been touched by,

the slow carvings of his fingers along my thigh.
Not even grass will hold a shape forever,

a field never ventured. In the tall blades, buoys
of Queen Anne’s lace float,

void of memory. A geode cracked open

is another name for sky, the sharp pieces of celestial
light slicing up my limbs like teeth.

I want to be a minor god, statuesque in three
points, ascendant and forgotten
by the flesh breathing below.

I want to be a perfectly unseen thing.
I want to swallow the sky,

and then, like a Titan, spit up the stars.

ELLEN MUELLER, Survi val Ski lls
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On Pond Scum
Excerpt from Short Story by
r u by a. h o l s e n b e c k

The fresh unfaded green
Makes my heart to dream
And the April rain
Washes me clean again
Of the soils that held me down.
Oh, love is a very funny thing
I’m sure you know
And though you lose someone
You keep your soul.
—Martin Cockerham
Love is a Funny Thing
—“Spirogyra”

I

step outside onto my
deck. The afternoon air is
cool, cooler than usual for
August. A waxing partial
eclipse scatters crescent-shaped
sunlight on my deck. The day
appears as if it’s late afternoon,
like underwater. Colors are
almost silvery. Moon-shaped
spots are only visiting. The
shapes on the boards make
me notice they need staining,
the dull gray emerging, a flaw
intensified by the dimmed
sunlight. I walk to look over the
edge of the rail. A large bullfrog,
startled by my movement,
jumps with a belly-flop into
my garden pond and makes a
ripple in a green layer that has
collected over the summer. The
sudden splash creates a hole in
the sheet of green. The scum,

a powdery kelly-green film—a
soft and fuzzy-looking layer of
algae, recollects and closes as if
nothing upset it. Wild grasses
stick up from skinny stalks
through the water’s surface at
the edges. Garden ivy trails
down with tips like toes testing
the water. One orange lily with
a broken stalk bends forward as
if taking a sip. A lone dragonfly
flits about, it’s papery wings with
black-squared tips teasing the
air just above the green hue of
the pond. They seem to have no
knowledge of the eclipse or me.
... Spirogyra, named for
its ribbon-like filaments with
spiraled chloroplasts, a tangled
mess of teeming life… Microorganisms scoot about by way
of flagella. Bacteria of all kinds
scurry in-between. The pond

is inundated with tiny bits of
debris. Grit and dirt, fallen pine
straw and oak leaves, decomposed pinecones and sweet-gum
balls litter the bed of the pond…
	An ex-boyfriend, my
at-the-time live-in, supposedly
my soul mate, was really the
one who wanted this pond built
right here, right next to where
the edge of the septic tank
begins. He loved watching and
catching fish. So back then we
dug, put down the thick rubber
lining, set the edges with slate
and filled the cavity with fresh
water from the county. Then we
filled it with large goldfish. My
cats over a year cleaned them
out one-by-one. I watched while
my blue-gray cat ducked his
head underwater, clawed and
snagged the last one.

m att h e w c avan a u g h , Di g i t al L i g ht
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Pelicans
H ANN A H ARRIS

The mother pelican, in times of crisis,
will pierce her breast with her beak

to feed her children with her own blood.
Allegorically, this is said to be a symbol for Christ.
Allegorically, I can crush any fruit in my fist.
We are said to have been pierced in many places.
My hoop earrings, a bracket of thorny crowns.
Suffering is close to godliness.

I awoke to a pair of cysts framing my spine,
each invaded by a single white feather,
each fusing to my new anatomy and

in an incising crack, I am only wings.
With a sharp look & 3 nails,
I am saltwater scream:

a hoarse warble, calling.
Ar t i s t Stat e m e n t
"This recent body of work evolved after a heartbreaking personal event.
An event that’s not often talked about, yet quite common. Pouring my
feelings onto paper into something tangible has helped to create a sort
of memory. And although resilience comes from within, it’s often those
around us that need us and rely on us which forces us to move forward."

I, too, have buried my nose in the desperate sand

& arose with all of man's sin lodged into my jaw or
no jaw.

I, too, am a tender bend

hoarding children in my cheeks.

J ENNI F ER D EL G AD O, R e s il i e nce as Woman
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To Rise in Revolt
Lar a S. f u r tado

O

n December 2018
I set off to go to
Fortaleza, capital of
Ceara, a state in the Northeast
of Brazil to conduct fieldwork
for my dissertation. The goal:
to interview community
leaders in informal settlements. I wanted to understand
more about how and why
they became involved with
approving a zoning ordinance
that would facilitate their
access to tenure and infrastructure improvements. This
is not your average public
participation process: their
struggles with pushing that
legislation forward dates back
to 2006. Informal settlements
are often originally a result
of squatting and illegal land
invasions and have dealt with
the consequences of decades of
systemic exclusion from access
to services and infrastructure
provided in the rest of the

more “formal” city. The process
of squatting, growing and
improving is in and of itself
a feat of resistance against
property owners, organized
traffic, government pushbacks,
surrounding neighbors,
stigma and socioeconomic
isolation. There is no shortage
of stories on the organized
movements of community
members that have stood up
to bulldozers barricaded by
police officers. Despite those
challenges, in 2018, a total of
10 communities had successfully established governing
committees to negotiate with
local government. Aware of
that legacy, I was eager to ask
them a simple question: what
motivated them.
In that same year, extremist presidential candidate Jair
Bolsonaro was elected president in a highly traumatic and
polarized process, much too

"Informal settlements
are often originally
a result of squatting
and illegal land
invasions and
have dealt with
the consequences
of decades
of systematic
exclusion..."
similar to the 2016 American
election. This context, both
depressing and optimistic,
welcomed me back home after
one year abroad in the United
States. The new year of 2019
came about and I set up to
participate in the first community engagement activities
promoted by a local university.
This was about the same time

The alleyway between homes in a local informal settlement opens up to the waterfront.
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as the new president took over
the government and changes
in his cabinet were put in
place. On January 4th, the new
appointed Secretary of Penitentiary System for the state
announced a comprehensive
policy to fight the organized
crime that remained active
from within jails. Incarcerated
drug lords from multiple
rival gangs pushed back and
started an unusual partnership,
resulting in terrorism throughout the state to establish
their hegemony and fire the
Secretary. In just one weekend,
about 150 terrorist attacks
were conducted statewide,
most in the capital of Fortaleza. Buses were set on fire,
overpasses destroyed, banks,
schools and stores bombed.
Commerce functioned with
reduced hours or not at all,
and only 30% of the bus fleet
was operating. Within two
weeks, the national guard had
deployed over 400 officers
to investigate and apprehend
perpetrators.
In a highly segregated
urban setting, it should come
as no surprise that many of the
communities targeted were the
ones I had to study. I was particularly concerned with how
the violence around the interviewees would emerge in our

conversations and discourage
them from remaining engaged.
The attacks were systemic and
constant for over 30 days and
the zoning ordinance seemed
small in the face of the terror
we experienced. During our
interviews, street lights were
off, police cars and helicopters
surrounded us and gunshots
were heard. These examples of
hardship may seem mundane,
but what I have learned from

"In just one
weekend, about 150
terrorist attacks
were conducted
statewide."
our conversations should make
the case that those dwellers
are an example of resilience.
Informal settlements
are unique territories, which
should be navigated with
care. Homes and streets are
self-built and placed to adapt
to geology and maximize
building resources. The
community grows over time:
horizontally—as much as the
creeks and streets at the edge
permit; and vertically—as
families grow and accumulate

resources to build more
square footage. This dynamic
environment can be very
difficult to navigate if one is
not familiar with the specific
landmarks and streets that are
reference to locals. No street
is ever the same, and while
some communities have tried
to observe a grid-like pattern
of occupation, most have alleys
and corners that can take you
to either hidden gathering
spaces or highly surveyed
areas. I was often accompanied
by a group or had been given
very specific instructions
on how to arrive and where
to meet. When leaving the
interviews, the people I talked
to would kindly walk me
back to my transportation or
tell me a route to leave. It is
amazing how the presence of
someone local would allow
me to actually “see” the place
and let go of some safety
concerns. Perhaps it was their
nonchalant way of dealing
with the absurdity of violence
that forced me to express some
calm.
I remembered a man
was shot for driving in a
car with dark windows and
made a point to keep my
windows down so people
could see I was harmless
somehow. The community
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The connection between the Atlantic Ocean and homes in the community of Titanzinho.

representatives I interviewed
were at the forefront of the
political process to demand
housing improvements. They
were commonly identified as
well aware of the legislative
process, its challenges, and of
strategies needed to galvanize
others. Their names have
been changed to respect the
identity of the interviewees. A
few passages from our conversations painted the picture
of housing activism and its
resiliency: when talking about
their history of resistance, they
showed no signs of giving up.

Lara: “What are the main
challenges when it comes to
this legislation?”
Lui, 31: “One of the challenges is to not be corrupted.
Things are going to go wrong
plenty of times. If you give up
it is the end. You can never be
corrupted, let the negativity
bring you down. Another
challenge is that our right
to roam free is taken from
us—the state and organized
crime control which places
we can access or not. But we
organize youth festivals with
kids from schools of several

different parts of the city.
We bring them together in a
neutral space. We see the ones
that are at risk—predestined
to join gangs—who come here
and make friends with people
that are better influences. Our
work is to avoid conflicts; it is
slow, little by little, collectively.
I think that youth is good
at deconstructing ideas and
establishing new dialogues.
This is key in the local fight
against organized crime.”
When I asked them about
strategies to push the legislation forward, they mentioned
state representatives refused
to be held accountable for
decisions made during meetings and be transparent about
the process:
Eduardo, 30: “Okay then, that
is fine. If us dwellers have to
deal with a high degree of
vigilance then so will they. I
will write up minutes, take
pictures, send a representative
to every meeting. And that
is what I did. I took pictures
of everything, scanned all
documents, and shared on
several WhatsApp groups with
representatives of multiple
communities going through
this.”
To even get the conversation on the ordinance included
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A photo of Bom Jardim — a consolidated informal settlement demonstrating the variety
in construction styles, density and size often found in similar developments.
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in leadership conversations
was an example of organized
action. They often requested
meetings with government
representatives, but when they
had no success they decided
to barricade the entrance of
Town Hall:
Ricardo, 45: “We stayed outside obstructing the gates, and
the employees wanted to leave
at the end of their shifts, but
we blocked it. The city guard
came and removed us, but we
made a barricade with our
bodies and they understood we
were not backing down.”
Ana, 29: “I don’t want my
daughters to go through any
removal process like my family
went through, like my neighbors went through. I don’t
want any more evictions or
for them to go through police
abuse. I was beaten at City
Hall during our protest when
I was pregnant, they knocked
me on the floor, kicked
me, took no pity. My other
daughter was next to me; she
was tear-gassed. I don’t want
this for their future, you know?
I want a community where
people can thrive.”
Lara: “What do you think
makes your community

unique? Why have you been
able to keep moving forward
fighting for this?”
Ana: “This desire to fight is
in our blood. The trajectory of
people from this community
is unparalleled—when we are
born we are born already to
fight. From very young, I have
been brought up hearing that
my house will be removed.
This prepared me for the
future, and this also prepares

"These women did
not give up, so I
don't see how I have
the right to quit
either."
my daughters so they can be
equipped to deal with that
adversity wherever they go.
The magic dust of activism
comes from birth because
people are historically forced
to fight for permanence…”
Sense of community and
collaboration is one of the
main tools to survive adversities and push forward:
Ana: “When I think about the
early days of this community
and the adversity these women

had to face, the infrastructure
conditions 80 years ago were
very different. There were
women, always women leadership from the beginning, who
fought for urbanization. They
tried to lobby government
representatives for infrastructure but they did nothing.
Well, they went around the
community to crowd-fund,
going on hunger strikes to
raise awareness. They purchased pipes and promoted the
self-construction of the water
supply in the neighborhood. …
These women did not give up,
so I don’t see how I have the
right to quit either. We have
this power in our blood; what
motivates me is our history.
I don’t think this fight can
end, we cannot throw it away,
we cannot forget our fight in
pursuit of a better life. We
know that gets more difficult
with every year that goes by
due to changes in government,
the threats brought by organized crime, police brutality,
our basic rights being revoked.
But we have to be creative to
change this and create new
fighting strategies! People here
get engaged in those fights; if
you mess with one, everyone
comes together in no time to
fight those powerful. Through
mutual solidarity.”

Ana: “I have always survived
thanks to the solidarity of my
neighbors. Here, when people
know someone is in need, they
go around in homes collecting
supplies to make a food basket.
People have that awareness;
it is a part of our community.
The violence comes, in all
forms, but people do not
stop being solidary. That is
truly beautiful here; it is an
amazing process. Really, it is
true: vulnerable territories will
never lack solidarity.”
Lara: “Do you notice that
people are engaged?”
Lui: “Not everyone [is
involved], but this is a process
of construction, right? We
never say “I give up on you,”
we never leave anyone behind.
People do not understand.
They think it is boring, a
waste of time, but we have to
maintain a dialogue.”
When asked about what
gets people to be aware there
is inequality and that they
should become involved:
Lui: I think they have to
experience a grotesque reality
shock. People have a habit of
retracting when confronted
with something. They react

very angry, so it has to be a
shock enough for them to
realize. For me, it opened up
my mind about the community
to compare investments
between this neighborhood
and another much smaller.
A neighborhood three times
smaller than us gets about five
times more investments. They
had one killing as a result of
armed robbery. Here we had
286. Something is wrong

"The city is ours, it
doesn't belong to
the mayor. He is
'a' mayor, not 'the'
mayor."
there, right? There has to be
something. This is imposed
on us, the place that gets
less money, less sanitation,
less health and education is
the one with higher violence
levels. They marginalize us to
then arrest us, you know.”
Teresa, 45: “This notion of
citizenship, right, to share this
thought, that this is a right
you have, you have to search
for it and fight for what is
yours. What is yours is yours.

The city is ours, it doesn’t
belong to the mayor. He is ‘a’
mayor, not ‘the’ mayor.”
Lara: “What do you think is
the magic dust, for people to
react and want to participate
here?”
Ray, 21: “It is the pain right?
When everyone suffers
together no one accepts to
be accepted by it anymore. It
is common sense; people get
together and go for it. I think
that is it: no one can accept
harm for too long.”
Throughout my studies,
and growing up in Fortaleza,
I often saw the violent images
of the struggles for housing
rights. As the violent setting
intensified with the attacks, I
became more inclined to think
that dwellers’ actions were
guided by anger. In fact, what
I witnessed was a collective
desire to influence greater systemic issues that historically
led them to believe they had
no legal right to the city. The
women learned while fighting
for their rights “that God was
not the one punishing us; we
found out it was all the State’s
fault, that promoted our
inequality and that generated
our grief.”
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Statements like this show
me that no resilience is greater
than that of vulnerable communities. New leadership sets
an example for self-sustaining
insurgencies—not just with resilient strategies, but that rise
in revolt. A new generation,
inspired by previous activists,
is aware of their rights and
uses the unfairness to fuel
adaptable strategies. They
are guided by a new sense of
power and realize the injustice
that perpetuates inequitable
development and access to
opportunities. However, there
is an underlying greater motivational aspect of pride and
desire to contribute to their
communities. The aspect of
solidarity and community is at
the forefront of the resiliency
of marginalized populations.
In this ecosystem, the actions
of smaller stakeholders have
a butterfly effect in inspiring
and motivating others over
time to self-organize. In the
new unstable political context,
it gave me great hope to
see that grassroots action is
taking place with the goal of
improving the lives of those
marginalized. And that this
action is relentless—despite
the government.
Even though in my interviews I asked what motivated

those leaders, I was the one
who left highly motivated.
The surreal process allowed
me to witness inequality and
violence in their geographies
but also how they chose to
face it head on. What may
seem like small agents interact
in complex ways giving rise
to an alternative city with its
own organization. I am left to
wonder, as a planning practitioner, scholar, and citizen,
what my role is in supporting
and enhancing this ecosystem.

All photos taken by
Lara S. Furtado.

High densities and low housing characterize several informal settlements in Fortaleza.
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The Road
Not Taken
Ro bert f ro s t

Ar t i s t Stat e m e n t
"Through plant species that show either resilience or growth after destruction,
I wanted to speak to the idea of growth after trauma."

LILLI G R ACE EVERS O N, Natu re 's R esil ience
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Safe Upon the Shore
HE AT HER HUN T

We stand

Hellbent from horrendous

All of our graces lie dead

Without regret to better tomorrows

Smeared in starlight

Alone and armed against

Night's swiftly encroaching desolation
We find

Imagined terrors ignite

Flights of fear into frigid
Enclaves of evil
We stumble

Upon undiscovered utopias

Providing plenty to we pariahs of paradise
We sail

Over oceans of opportunity
Our flagships capsize
Sunk by agents of

Negativity drawn to our
Nautical nexus points
We flee

Terrors thundering through thoughts
Of escaping our demise
We run

Disasters threatening to run
Evils escape the enclosures
We crafted from optimism

And hunt us through the nights
We land

Safe upon the shores of sanity
Searching for dreams

Helping homeless heroes hold
To losses refound
We find

Safe harbors

Over oceans of originality
Secure in our dreams

Revelling in recklessly redoubled
Hopes forever secluded

Even ensconced in endings
Far from happy ever after
We survive
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FutureWATERS | AGUASfuturas
Interview with
c ar o l i n a ar ag ó n

L

ast year, visitors to
the East Boston
Greenway were able
to visually experience the projected flood levels
expected to occur within the
neighborhood as a result of
climate change. A temporary
art exhibit crafted out of a
woven assortment of colorful
spheres, wire, and lights set
to activate as people walked
by brought the reality of the
future into the present in a
glittering representation of the
floodwaters’ surface. Designed
by Carolina Aragón, Assistant Professor of Landscape
Architecture at the University
of Massachusetts Amherst, the
art installation, titled “FutureWATERS | AGUASfuturas,”
went live on the East Boston
Greenway in November and
December of 2018.

Professor Aragón’s growing reputation as a climate
artist in Boston began after
her first installation in 2016,
titled “High Tide.” Since then,
she has continued to explore
this challenging and abstract
subject through sculptures
that evoke moments of beauty
and wonder. “The installation
is a way to help me better
understand and process a
future landscape affected by
climate change,” says the artist
in a statement shared by the
Boston Society of Landscape
Architecture. “My goal is to
bring accessible understanding
to this difficult subject in a
way that is engaging and playful rather than threatening.”
FutureWATERS |
AGUASfuturas was made
possible with support from the
Friends of the East Boston

"My goal is to
bring accessible
understanding to this
difficult subject in a
way that is engaging
and playful rather
than threatening."
Greenway, the Boston Society
of Landscape Architecture,
and University of Massachusetts Amherst students. The
Paperbark team interviewed
Professor Aragón to learn
more about climate art and
why public art installations are
a valuable tool for communicating the impacts of climate
change.

FutureWATERS | AGUASfuturas, named in recognition of the many immigrant residents
of the neighborhood, uses art as a means to illustrate the projected effects of flooding on the
East Boston Greenway due to climate change. Credit: Matt Conti, 2018.
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"I believe there is
a different way
of knowing about
something if
you can actually
experience it."
PB: What message is the artwork trying to convey?
CA: The installation represents the projected 1%
annual chance flood levels
expected in 2030 and 2070
if no preventative actions are
taken. Once I knew that I
could get the specific elevation
of the flood water, I wondered,
“what would it feel like to
walk through this water that
represents the flood level?” I
believe there is a different way
of knowing about something
when you can actually experience it.
PB: How and why do you
think public art is an important method of communication?
CA: We always talk about
public art in terms of accessibility—it’s free to visit. But
it can also reach out to people

in unexpected ways. Someone could be walking by the
installation and it catches their
eye enough that they will read
the sign. And then maybe they
will think about the art and
the subject a little differently.
The art is able to simplify and
visualize the message. This
is not some report where you
have to decipher dense data
and mappings. The art shows
you in a very simple, very
straightforward way, roughly
how deep the flood will be in
this very place where it could
happen. That’s a lot easier.
We are now in the culture of
the short and easy attention
span. We do not have time for
the complex. Climate science
is very complex. So in that
respect, public art can be very
powerful. It is a translation
of a much larger, complex
message.
PB: Does your practice as a
Landscape Architect make
it easier or more difficult to
convey the climate message to
your audience?
CA: I think sometimes it is
easier because we have a sense

of how water flows, terrain
topography. We have a sense
of high spots and low spots.
Landscape Architects have an
understanding that whatever
we think is solid ground might
have not been solid ground,
or won’t be in the future. We
have such a great sense of how
everything is connected, how
everything is fluid. I use this
knowledge in the conception
of my artwork.
We have a sense that people
have different relationships
with the land. We have a sense
for advocating for those who
are not as vocal. The flooding is not just an engineering
problem that needs to be
solved. This is something that
needs to be uplifting for the
inhabitants of this land. This
is home... Landscape is home.
PB: What was your inspiration for the form, color, and
texture of the installation?
CA: In essence, it tries to
create the illusion of walking
through water. I’ve tried to
make water for many, many
years. I’m still trying, it's just
so beautiful. I wanted to create
a visual experience of this very

dynamic surface that changes
color, reflects light, and does
all these wonderful things that
water does.
PB: How did you achieve this
effect?
CA: By using materials that
respond to changes in light,
temperature and or human
presence. The installation uses
motion sensors to activate
solar-powered lighting to
evoke the sense of displacing
water as one moves through
the Greenway. Additionally,
spheres with thermochromic
pigments change color, from
blue to pink or blue to purple,
if temperatures reach projected
highs for November of 2030
or 2070.
PB: How did you choose the
location for Future Waters |
Aguas Futuras?
CA: The East Boston Greenway, as some people in Boston know, is one of the most
vulnerable areas to future
flooding in East Boston. Data
provided by the UMASS
Boston Sustainability Lab
revealed that the Greenway is
particularly low in elevation. It
is almost like a channel—it is

the vector by which floodwaters will enter the neighborhood.

investment in ... those places
most vulnerable to sea level
rise, i.e., East Boston.”

PB: What were some of the
reactions to the installation?
CA: There was a photo
tweeted of a local high school
student standing underneath
the installation. She called
attention to Congresswoman-elect Ayanna Pressley,
saying she would drown at
this level of water, and asking
Pressley to take a specific action. Congresswoman Pressley,
replied with a positive response expressing her intention to “fight for equitable

PB: How has your work
changed or influenced your
understanding of the impacts
of climate change?
CA: When I created High
Tide in 2016, I had just
become aware of the Climate
Ready Boston report and the
data seemed surreal to me.
I think now we are all getting more used to the idea of
coastal flooding due to climate
change. Those of us who know,
we have seen the maps enough
times to say confidently, “yep,

Thermochromic pigments change color, from blue to pink or blue to purple, if temperatures
reach projected highs for November of 2030 or 2070.
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Friends of the East Boston Greenway, Residents, and members of the Boston Society of Landscape
Architects,gathered to celebrate the opening of FutureWATERS | AGUASfuturas.

this is going to happen.” But
the first reaction is really scary
and sad. Since the reports,
there is a sense of what the
city is going to do. But there
are still so many questions—
not just logistical questions,
but emotional questions.
PB: You describe your artwork as playful. Why did you
settle on playful rather than
ominous? What emotions are
you trying to elicit from the

audience?
CA: I have been thinking
about coastal flooding from
a rational perspective for a
long time now, and my gut
feeling tells me that beauty
and playfulness can open up a
channel inside someone that
allows them to hold these
other not-so-beautiful and
not-so-positive thoughts longer. This is how I am coping
with it. The experience of
those two emotions simultane-

ously might feel like “oh this
is fun, and it is pretty to look
at, but it is about something so
terrible.” …. And because they
are both memorable together,
we can potentially hold them
both in a deeper, more meaningful way.
PB: Knowing that this is going to happen, what compels
you to care? What motivates
you to spread this awareness?
CA: I think we are looking at

Visit http://www.carolinaaragon.com/#/futurewaters-aguasfuturas/ to watch a video experience of the art installation. Video by Christopher Rucinski.

a radical transformation of our
shoreline, or potentially moving away from it. This is huge.
But I think for most people, it
is easier to put thoughts of this
possibility aside. It's such bad
news that we just turn off the
channel. So, I think it is important to remind people that
this happening. I have faith
in humanity, and I believe we
need to emotionally process
this issue, especially for those
who are living and working in

the most vulnerable areas to
flooding.
Something is going to happen
and people need to prepare to
face that future. I’ve learned
that the process is not going
to be a straight line. Working through failure is part of
the learning experience as an
artist. That is where resilience
and sustainability are most
present for me. When you
realize that almost everything

"Working through
failure is part of
the experience for
me. This is where
resilience and
sustainability are
most present."
is against you, you take more
risks and you persevere more,
and you find the hopeful and
the good.
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The Sleeping Medium
L e s l i e S h ak i r a G ar c í a

My abuelita talks to dead relatives in her sleep
For 8 hours she travels time and space
To visit her deceased husband, family members, and neighbors
Apparently they are all frozen in time: El Joval, El Salvador circa 1962
Almost everyone works in the milpa
They all have field hands and calloused bodies
Sun-stained skin from tending crops
Fall asleep on hand-woven hamacas
Make love in secret as to not wake up the sleeping cipotes
Rise at 4 a.m and herd the ca le to water
Everyday is the same in their small farm village
My abuelita wakes up every morning recalling how so and so is doing
Her face glows ethereal joy as she drinks her café con leche
And gives me updates on the phantasmal universe
Adivina a quién vi anoche
Who did you see, abuela?
Her machete tongue gossips about family members
Who died decades before my birth
She pauses to look at the sunbeams coming through the kitchen window
Twirls her fingers and asks:
¿cuál mundo es el real?
Both are real, abuelita, usted está viva en los dos.

Vivian Calderón Bogoslavsky, Prints of the Earth
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Justice Lock-Jawed
L e s l i e S h ak i r a G ar c í a

our country ran out of body bags to bury their dead so the dead walked the streets at night sung
lullabies while the living ate tortillas with salt before bed echoes of lament

ricocheted throughout the night the sky was amber it bled i’m sorry some fled to the mountains
Ar t i s t Stat e m e n t
"Peripheral Vision Loss focuses on current agricultural and suburban
development practices throughout the United States. It appears that most
developers are only concerned with short term gains and are disregarding
the long term effects that their decisions are having on the environment
around them. This series of prints seeks to call attention to that disregard and
encourage a more long term vision in how we care for the land around us."

Amanda Maciuba, Peripheral Vision Loss

some buried themselves with the body bags closed their eyes and pretended to die
while we kissed the mango trees goodbye and said i’m going to find a new home
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Don't Make it Winter
on Yourself
An d r e a Ba u m gar t e l

whistles the wind; quickens the moss;

and drowns!

the storm, the shade; squeezes the sand

out from wind’s little tools

tightens the wood-knots and flowers

(squeezes a second); collides the lilies, land

says it; birds (all senseless, all kisses) know it:
you seriously should not
make it winter
on yourself

sounds the heat!
and assumes!

that you—chants curtains half-out, half-lipped in blue—
are you yourself a tool, are you yourself free

heaves the summerhail, halves the o’clock,

to tempt, in solitude, inconsequentially, things

slick up slumbering walls.

sprung-of-something

giggles the moon for much too long.

things just-for-fun . . .

swallows the heat

flourishes the flourishes

of the bat-awaying rain,
to sun, to sun again, to
sun itself

(the cold-blooded does)
and anywhere-smokes the everything clouds
and anywhere-smokes the everything clouds

now snows
now feeds
now awakens
closes in
the dream
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Juvenate
M. c h r i s t i n e b e n n e r di xo n

The infant seedling—miniscule ivory leaves
Carved into an imperfect sphere
By the hand of genomic memory—
Slips off her earthy cover and bathes
Naked in a pool of standing water
Soon to drain, dry, crack into mineral mud.
A tiny stone, airless and tight,
she dropped from the stalk,
lignified and cracked in the wind.
The seed now loosens.
Inhales.
Flexes her wings.
One white root sweeps away from her chest,
Reaching for the dark.
Ar t i s t Stat e m e n t
"I paint worlds that open doors to imagination and connectedness with
the hope that the viewer will wander through them, uninterrupted by
the daily cacophony of noise and busyness of our lives, to think.
To dream. To heal."

tIN A s O T IS, Murmurat i ons
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CONTRIBUTORS

Carolina Aragón is a public artist who creates lightweight, ephemeral installations
that come to life in response to environmental stimuli, such as wind and light. As an
assistant professor in the Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning Department
at the University of Massachusetts Amherst,
Aragón’s research and creative work focuses
on public art as a medium to experiment
with innovative materials, transform urban
landscapes, and engage communities. Her
current work involves the incorporation of
smart materials and developing public artwork to increase engagement with climate
change adaptation.
Stephanie Barber is a writer and artist who
has created a poetic, conceptual, and philosophical body of work in a variety of media
forms. Most often, literary/cinematic hybrids
that dissolve boundaries between narrative,
essay, and dialectic works. Barber’s work
considers the basic philosophical questions
of human existence (its morbidity, profundity, and banality) with play and humor and
sorrow.
Andrea Baumgartel is a recent graduate of
Grinnell College where she double-majored
in English and biology. She currently works
as an office assistant in Alaska, but will soon
be moving to Poland to teach English to
STEM undergrads for a year. Baumgartel has
previously been published in the GUM and the
Grinnell Review.

Vivian Calderón Bogoslavsky is a native
born Colombian who holds a bachelor’s
degree in anthropology and a postgraduate
degree in journalism from the Universidad
of Los Andes. She has studied art for over a
decade and has shown work in the US, Spain,
and Colombia. Her work has been published
in books, magazines, and webpages, receiving multiple awards. Currently based in Colombia, she is investigating the prints of the
earth as a source of inspiration. By creating
art, Bogoslavsky intends to “create magical
worlds that move people.”
Samuel Lang Budin is a serial monographist
and performer living in Brooklyn and working
primarily in the depressive realist mode. His
books and performances, which combine
music, writing, and photography, has been
seen at BAM, MoMA PS1, and Philadelphia's
Center for Art in Wood. He recently received
a grant from the Puffin Foundation for
work related to flooding induced by climate
change in the greater New York area.
Dr. Sally Campbell Galman trades in fables
and hope. She is a professor of child and
family studies at the University of Massachusetts Amherst College of Education. As
an artist and anthropologist of childhood,
her research focuses on arts-based study
of children and gender with a focus on the
school experiences of young children who
are transgender or otherwise gender-diverse. She is an Editor-in-Chief of Anthropology and Education Quarterly, a section editor
of Jeunesse: Young People, Texts, Cultures
and is the author and illustrator of the
award-winning Shane series of qualitative
methods comic books. She lives in Western
Massachusetts with her three daughters.
Keep up with her at www.sallyanncampbell.
com.
Matthew Cavanaugh is a western Massachusetts-based freelance photojournalist and
wedding photographer. Prior to returning
home to the Pioneer Valley in 2010, Matthew

lived in Washington, D.C., where he spent
six years as a member of the White House
press corps. Matthew documented many
historic events, including the election and
inauguration of President Obama. In 2005, he
received a first place award from the White
House News Photographers Association. His
work has appeared in the New York Times,
the Washington Post, and the Boston Globe.
Recently, Matthew has been working in the
projection of light and artwork and other
imagery onto the human form.
Jennifer Delgado, from Westfield, MA, has
studied with the Art Institute of Boston,
Holyoke Community College, and Westfield
State University, where she completed her
BA in fine arts with a concentration in painting. She later obtained an MA in psychology with a concentration in mental health.
Recently, she has participated in Art Stop
in Springfield, MA, and Westfield’s monthly
Articulture nights. Delgado often utilizes
pointillism and bold pops of color, and enjoys
working with paper, pen, and ink. Her art
focuses on maintaining an equal relationship
between impact and process. Her work can
be found on Instagram at jendel16.

Mud Season Review, Glassworks Magazine,
the Esthetic Apostle, High Shelf Press, the
Scriblerus, and Gulf Stream Magazine. Leah
has been an elected member of the Society
of Canadian Artists since 2000.
Lilli Grace Everson is an interdisciplinary
printmaker from New England. Her practice,
which often draws connections between
body and land, stems from her experience
as a chronically ill woman. She has worked in
large-scale print installation, bookmaking,
and game design, all with the purpose of
investigating what it means for each of us to
have a body in relation to each other and the
earth.

M. Christine Benner Dixon is a writer and
teacher living in Pittsburgh, PA. Her poetry
has appeared in Tiny Seed Literary Journal,
DreamSeeker Magazine, and the Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette.

Lara S. Furtado is an assistant professor in
sustainable community development and
a PhD candidate in regional planning at the
University of Massachusetts Amherst. Her
research presents how civic housing movements in Brazilian informal settlements
promote political agency and build community assets. She is a trained architect by
the Federal University of Ceará in Brazil and
was a visiting scholar at Parsons The New
School for Design in New York. Furtado has
worked in architecture firms and as an urban
planning researcher. She joined the UMass
Amherst Design Center in Springfield as a
research assistant to study how design and
place making could lead to urban and economic revival.

Leah Dockrill is a Toronto-based visual
artist. She previously taught high school
and practiced law. For the past thirty years,
Leah has built an art practice that includes
painting, collage, and digital art. Her work
has been exhibited in Canada and the US,
winning numerous awards, such as the Gold
Artist Award (August 2018) and the Bronze
Artist Award (April 2019), both from Art Ascent: Art & Literary Journal. Recently, several
other art and literary reviews have published
her work including Cosumnes River Journal, the Raw Art Review, Split Rock Review,

Robert René Galván, born in San Antonio,
resides in New York City where he works as
a professional musician and poet. He has
taught at Manhattan College, the College
of Mount Saint Vincent, and the Brooklyn
Conservatory of Music. His last collection of
poems is entitled Meteors, published by Lux
Nova Press. His poetry was recently featured
in Adelaide Literary Magazine, Right Hand
Pointing, Hawai‘i Review #89, and the Winter
2018 issue of UU World. He is a Shortlist Winner Nominee in the 2018 Adelaide Literary
Award for Best Poem.
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Leslie Shakira García is a Salvadorian-American poet studying English and law at Lipscomb University. After graduation, she hopes
to pursue an MFA in creative writing. She also
works as a poet mentor at Southern Word, a
Nashville non-profit dedicated to partnering
teaching artists with metro public schools.

close to fifteen years and, barring unnatural
events, plans to continue to do so for a long
time yet.

Hanna Harris is a professional spoken
word artist, organizer, and educator. She
has performed her poetry at the Women’s
March, LACMA, Warped Tour, Dodger Stadium, TOMs, GirlsBuild LA, live on KPFK, and
over 100 schools in the LA area. Her work
has been featured in Melancholy Hyperbole,
Screendoor Review, Bluepepper, and more.
Hanna is also the coach of the Los Angeles
Youth Poetry Slam team and has taught both
residencies and workshops at UC Santa
Barbara, Into Action, and various schools and
organizations all over Southern California.
She is raising her cats to be feminists.

Amanda Maciuba’s work is concerned with
the landscapes, communities, development
practices, and environmental concerns
prevalent throughout the United States.
By reacting directly to the landscapes and
environments she is living in at the time, her
work examines, celebrates, and critiques
each place. A Buffalo, NY native, she holds a
degree in visual studies from the University
at Buffalo and an MFA in printmaking from
the University of Iowa. She regularly exhibits
work in the US and has participated in artist
residencies at the Iowa Lakeside Laboratory,
the Tallgrass Prairie National Preserve, and
the Lawrence Arts Center. Currently, she
teaches printmaking, drawing, and book arts
at Mount Holyoke College.

Ruby A. Holsenbeck has an MFA in creative
writing from Georgia College & State University. She has thirty-two years of elementary-level teaching experience including teaching of the gifted. She has retired but will be
teaching Comp 1101 in the fall at her alma
mater GC&SU. She also runs the non-profit
cat rescue Hotel St. Francis. She enjoys daily
swimming or walking, keeping her great
niece and nephew, and reading and writing
various works both fiction and non-fiction.
Eric Howard lives in Los Angeles and works
as an editor and writer. His collection of
poems, Taliban Beach Party, was published
by Turtle Point Press in 2017. His poems have
appeared in Birmingham Poetry Review,
Caveat Lector, Conduit, Gulf Stream Magazine, Hawai’i Pacific Review, Plainsong, and
the Sun.
Heather N. Hunt lives in Pennsylvania where
she is pursuing a career in libraries and
working on crossing a variety of adventures
off her bucket list. She has been writing for

Kenneth Lee is a photographer who makes
images in the classic black and white tradition.

Ellen Mueller has exhibited nationally and
internationally as an interdisciplinary artist
exploring issues related to the environment,
hyperactive news media, and corporate management systems. She received an MFA from
the University of South Florida and is the
director of the MFA program at the Minneapolis College of Art and Design. Selected artist
residencies include Ox-Bow, Ucross Foundation, Nes Artist Residency (Iceland), VCCA,
Signal Culture, Playa, Bunker Projects, and
Künstlerhaus Lukas (Germany). Mueller has
published Elements and Principles of 4D Art
and Design with Oxford University Press and
Remixing and Drawing: Sources, Influence,
Styles with Routledge.
Charlotte Roberts is sixteen. She’s a sophomore at Four Rivers Public Charter School,
and a grateful inhabitant of temperate New
England. It’s March, and she loves hearing the
first birds when she goes out to the car in the

mornings. Her passions include orange-flavored candy, people in high school finding
things in common about elementary school,
a little device her dad found at IKEA that
froths milk, and large, coordinated musical
numbers in streets. Charlotte writes because
it helps her feel like she’s a real member of
her life, and she loves the people whom she’s
met because of it.
Jann Rosen-Queralt’s artwork combines
artistic subjectivity with growing knowledge
of biology and natural history. Recently
awarded a Smithsonian Artist Research
Fellowship for her research of marine
invertebrates, she connects people to the
environment through promoting, fostering,
and encouraging awareness of water. RosenQueralt has been faculty at the Maryland
Institute College of Art (MICA) for more than
thirty years, currently serving as the Director for the Rinehart School of Sculpture and
co-chair of the MICA Exhibitions Committee.
She has shown her work nationally and internationally and is a former board member of
the Baltimore Public Art Commission and a
former member of the Baltimore Ecosystem
Study Arts Integration Steering Committee.
Steve Simmerman. has always been interested in archaeology and how graphic design
has informed cultures. His work addresses
the gimmicks of advertising and its power
of persuasion, while capturing a collusion of
nostalgia and mysteries of the passage of
time. Simmerman’s passion for writing and
design informs his aesthetic strategy; he
often pairs drawings of diverse humans with
text, to achieve unexpected connections between verbal and visual content. He admires
Andy Warhol and Jasper Johns’s ability to
parlay elements of commercial art into their
work. Simmerman’s art is primarily mixed
media: acrylic, watercolor, oil pastel, or ink
then layered with “found” type. Exploring the
synthesis of hand-drawn sketches and intertextuality, he enjoys discovering new routes
towards visual storytelling.

Hannah Smith. When she is not writing or
making prints, Hannah enjoys working and
living outdoors. She has worked as a caretaker and naturalist for huts on the Appalachian Trail in the White Mountains of New
Hampshire, as a snow and ice guide on the
Frunden Glacier in Switzerland, and as a
cross-country ski coach. Her art and writing
is deeply inspired by nature and has previously appeared in the Wayfarer Magazine and
at the Society of Arts and Crafts in Boston.
You can find her online at Etsy.com/shop/
blueskypress and imaginedlanugage.wordpress.com.
Tina Sotis is in her senior year in the natural resources conservation program while
completing requirements for a coastal and
marine science certificate. She is most at
peace in the wild places—be it forests or
fields, wetlands or oceans—and draws endless inspiration for her paintings from these
fragile, exquisite places. Tina lives in Amherst next to Puffers Pond, a place she visits
daily with her morning coffee, watching the
sunrise and the kingfishers hunting for their
breakfast.
Camille Hawbaker Voorhees studied printmaking at the undergraduate and graduate
level, and completed her MFA from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln in 2014. Her work
has been exhibited nationally and internationally, including the Museum of Nebraska
Art, the Joslyn Art Museum, and the Ibrahim
Müteferrika Paper Museum in Yalova, Turkey.
Her work is in numerous public and private
collections, including the Sheldon Museum
of Art and the Zuckerman Museum of Art.
She currently teaches courses in studio art
at the University of Nebraska-Omaha.
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